


 Please clean up Engrade. If you have students that have been withdrawn in your
homeroom, please make sure you POD knows and they can be taken out of Engrade.

 EE teachers, we are working with Stephanie Young to come up with a plan for the students
that you are 100% covering in either ELA or MA, but we can wait until January 2nd for that
plan to be announced to you—General Ed teachers, if you are not teaching students in Math
and or ELA, then I should not be receiving those names on the list specified below.

 If you want to get together with your POD and determine an earlier time to complete this
project, that is fine!

6th Grade Homeroom Teachers:

 Create a MATH and ELA spreadsheet from the OLS that includes student name, learning
coach, email addresses.

 Send to Molly, Tuesday at 10:00am, only the students that still have F’s in Engrade on
those two list.

7th and 8th Grade Content Teachers:

 Create a Math or ELA spreadsheet from the OLS that includes student name, learning
coach, email addresses.

 Send to Molly, Tuesday at 10:00am, only the students that still have F’s in Engrade.

Molly will be sending out the admin letter below Tuesday afternoon. It will include directions to
Engrade and be sent both in Kmail and Email to all student families that have F’s in subjects
of ELA and Math. This is not to say that the F’s in history and science are not important, but
we are concentrating in ELA/MA for now.

Dear Parents,

As the administrative leaders for our TNVA Middle School, we am very concerned about
your student’s grades in ELA and Math for this first semester. Mid Year Progress Reports are
distributed January 8th, 2013. Your teachers have made every effort to offer class instruction
both in Class Connect sessions, small groups and tutoring sessions, so that your student may
succeed at TNVA. Study Island assignments have been given as part of their grade as well. In
early December, all teachers gave their students an opportunity to improve their grades by
giving additional assignments. Yet, we are still seeing failing grades in Engrade.

As Learning Coaches with the responsibility of overseeing your students’ education, please
consider having your students work within the On Line School during the Winter Break. If any
students are taking Unit Assessments during the break, be sure your students study first. Each
student’s attempts at taking Unit Assessments are averaged as one grade.








